
The TT City Tour is missing a stop! Originally billed as an eleven-parter, 
only ten stops have made it onto the itinerary. We’re not sure why 
one of the stops has mysteriously disappeared, (we’re hoping this will 
become clear later on in our Staycation Tour!), but our tour bus driver 
has found a set of clues and some strange instructions tucked down 
the back of her seat. Can you solve the clues and decipher the rest 
of the instructions to work out where the mystery location is? 

Staycation
Tour

The Great TT

First, complete the facts at each stop. You’ll 
need to do some tough virtual research to 
fi nd the answers. Every answer is a single digit 
number. Record this in the box by each stop.

Then, put the 10 cities in the following order:
A - The city which comes fi rst in the alphabet
B - The Great Border City
C - The UK’s furthest south city
D - The UK’s smallest city 
E - The UK’s furthest east city
F - The furthest west city on our tour
G - The city with the UK’s tallest cathedral
H - The UK’s highest city above sea-level
I - The UK’s furthest north city
J - The city with the shortest name to write

Next, crack this code to reveal the 
coordinates of the mystery location:     
     

5 ��.  �� �� �� � , -0. �� �� �� �� 
Finally, use your coordinates to identify a 
specifi c location within the mystery city! Submit 
your answer at https://bit.ly/TTStaycation

Stop 01
Truro is the only city 
in Cornwall, and the 
home of Treasure Trails 
HQ, so a great place 
for our fi rst stop! It is 
also one of only three 
cathedrals in the UK to 
have ? spires.

Stop 08
Inverness, a city since 
2001 as one of the 
‘Millenium Cities’, has 
a rather unusual law. 
The 1750s bye-law 
entitles residents to a 
free set of bagpipes 
on their ?0th birthday! 

Stop 04
Ely was once an 
island surrounded by 
marshland and eels. 
The World Eel* Throwing 
Competition is held at 
the Eel Festival each 
year. A world record 
17.7m was set in 201?.

Stop 02
Salisbury Cathedral is 
a real treasure trove! 
Inside, you’ll fi nd the 
world’s oldest working 
clock plus one of only 
? surviving original 
copies of the Magna 
Carta. 

Stop 09
The symbol of Belfast, 
birthplace of the 
Titanic, is a seahorse. 
You’ll spot them all 
over the city! You’ll 
also see Irelands tallest 
building which stands 
8?m high.

Stop 05
Bradford is home to 
the Mirror Pool, 4000 
sq ft of water jets and 
LED lights. The main 
fountain blasts water 
over ?00 feet in the air; 
it’s the highest urban 
fountain in the UK!

Stop 03
Famous for Coleman’s 
Mustard and Alan 
Partridge as well as its 
castle and cathedral, 
Norwich is also the 
place where the fi rst 
UK postcodes where 
trialled in 195?.

Stop 10
Our fi nal stop is St 
Davids, a city the 
size of a village with 
a cathedral bell 
weighing 2,700 lbs! 
Like most motorists, 
we’ll be arriving and 
leaving via the A?87!

Stop 06
Carlisle is home to the 
oldest sports trophy in 
the world! The Carlisle 
Bell horse race has 
run since 1599; the 
race trophy consists 
of ? bells (now too 
delicate to touch!).

Stop 07
Known as The Granite 
City (just check out 
the architecture!), 
Aberdeen is also 
home to Scotland’s 
oldest maze! It was 
planted in Hazlehead 
Park in 19?5.
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*not real eels - soft toys!


